Gracefield
Innovation Quarter

“The great thing about being at the Gracefield
Innovation Quarter is that there are world
leading experts in all sorts of fields here –
we have material design questions that pop up all
the time – having them right here makes our job
easier. There are many opportunities to interact
and bounce ideas with people here at Callaghan
Innovation. There is good parking and an on-site
café. The site is very secure with swipe access
and security guards on-site after hours.”
– Kim McLean, HTS-110.
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R&D Grants

Gracefield
Innovation Quarter

Gracefield Innovation Quarter is one of
Callaghan Innovation’s R&D facilities. Located
at 69 Gracefield Rd, Lower Hutt, the Innovation
Quarter is a high-energy environment
with world-class state-of-the-art facilities,
workshops, pilot plants, labs and equipment.
You can hire facilities and/or expertise for short and
long term requirements. Resident businesses also get
access to an on-site café, free car parking, crèche and
reception services.
The Innovation Quarter gives resident businesses access
to specialist facilities and expertise to help your business
fast-track your product development, scale up, deploy
and test technology, and collaborate.
Specialist premises and facilities
Set on a 10 hectare site, the Innovation Quarter has
34,000m2 of laboratories, office space, workshops and
pilot labs, including a well-equipped machine shop,
glassblowing, rapid prototyping facilities, materials
analysis and testing laboratories, a supercritical fluid
extraction plant and world class measurement facilities.

Support for you and your business
If you require specialist capability or support, the Innovation
Quarter can provide it – whether it’s staff to help with
technical services, measurement and analysis, or training
and support for your own technical staff.
You may even be able to execute key staff exchanges
with Callaghan Innovation. It’s not just our R&D specialist
services you can access through the Innovation Quarter.
Being based at Gracefield means your business can easily
tap into Callaghan Innovation’s wider service range too.
Incubation for start-up and early stage businesses
If you’re a start-up technology business, particularly if
you are commercialising public sector derived science
or technology, you may qualify to join and receive support
from the Powerhouse technology incubator, which is
also located at the Innovation Quarter.
Contact us
We have spaces available for immediate lease.
Phone us on 0800 422 552 to talk to us about
how we can help your business.
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Helping New Zealand businesses build capability

Innovation services
– Powerhouse (incubator)

The Innovation Quarter is where you’ll work next to
Callaghan Innovation’s research and technical specialists,
and some of New Zealand’s most innovative people.
Some are in small privately-owned enterprises and some
are the research and development teams delivering for
major national and international companies.

High technology products

It is, or has been, home to:

– Nuevo Technology (high pressure water products),

Infrastructure & engineering services

– Kerasi (innovation consulting)

– Rakon (GPS chips)
– Times 7 (UHF RFID)
– Robinson Seismic (earthquake dampers)
– Matsing NZ (RF antennas)
– Anzode NZ (battery)

– Phoenix Engineering (engineering services)

– DieselGas (CNG or LPG systems for trucks)

– Quest Integrity (infrastructure life analysis)

– drikolor® (paint colour additive)

Testing & quality

– HTS-110 (superconductors)

– Trinity Bioactives (biological activity verification)
– Assure Quality (food and biotechnology quality testing)
–	Southern Monitoring Services (environmental monitoring
and pest control)
– Capital Environmental Services (asbestos monitoring)
Research & education
– Weltec (tertiary education)
–	Ferrier Research Institute (carbohydrate chemistry research)
–	Robinson Research Institute (superconductivity and
energy research)
Medical devices
– Mesynthes (medical device manufacturer)
– Spark Dental Technology (high-tech dental products)
– BDG Synthesis (bio-chemical tracers)
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Gracefield Innovation Quarter is the home of the
official New Zealand time.

The Gracefield Innovation Quarter has two
anechoic chambers. One absorbs all sound
and the other all radio frequency. There is an
escape hatch installed in each of them because
if you get locked in there your phone will not
work and you could be stuck for some time. The
chambers are used in the development of audio
processing and signal processing technologies.
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Access to research and development
The Innovation Quarter provides you with access to the
best scientific and technical expertise, the advice and
services, including Victoria University’s Ferrier Research
Institute and Robinson Research Institute.
Our areas of R&D technical expertise include:
Advanced materials – helping you select the best
materials for your product or process development,
developing new materials and materials characterisation
and testing
Information and communication technologies (ICT) –
helping you with the design and implementation of
ICT solutions – from data analytics to smart materials
Biotechnologies – helping you transform biological
resources into high value products, including
nutraceuticals, cosmeceuticals, food ingredients
and natural agrochemicals
GlycoSyn – our pharmaceutical development and
GMP manufacturing arm, can help you formulate your
chemistry, manufacturing and control strategy, and help
move your novel medicines to proof of clinical concept
Manufacturing and design – helping you solve
complex design challenges throughout product
development – from concept feasibility and testing
through to production and commercialisation
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Sensing and automation – helping you solve product
engineering challenges – applying electronics and
embedded software design, signal processing,
sensor systems, automation and robotics to deliver
commercially viable products
Measurement standards – helping you understand
your products and processes with world-class
calibration and verification, measurement advice
and consultancy services and R&D on measurements
and measuring instruments.
The Ferrier and Robinson Institutes offer additional
advanced R&D skills centred in carbohydrate chemistry
and high temperature superconductivity.
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We also help you with:
Technology and Product Development
Business Collaborations
Innovation Skills
Access to Experts
R&D Grants

Contact us:
0800 422 552
			 @callaghannz
		
callaghaninnovation.govt.nz
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